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Last Meeting

The first meeting of the new decade started with Eric ProbertÊs presentation „The Last Flight
of Capt. Walter Lawrence RFC‰ which was a well researched history of Lawrence following a
chance sight of his headstone in a military cemetery when Eric was on a historic battlefields

tour. LawrenceÊs short life was very full indeed with changes of name, nationality, relocations, an
army secondment to the RFC, amongst things in the 22 years before his death when testing a

dive bombing idea of his in a Bleriot XI which literally disintegrated around him.

We then moved on to 2 nail biting competitions – the most inappropriate name for an actual
aircraft operator and the worst paint scheme on an aircraft. I have to say there were some very

unusual names and some ghastly paint schemes. And the winners were:

Worst paint scheme – NigelÊs submission of a Cessna 525 M2 landing won him the „Yorkie
Bar‰

Most inappropriate name - the highly sought after „Yorkie Bar‰ prize was awarded to Michael
Jones for his submission „Ankair‰, which happened to be my choice too. „U Land‰ also scored

high votes although most votes were cast for „Penas Air‰ and „PRANG – Puerto Rico Air
National Guard‰ as submitted by Nigel and myself but I couldnÊt really win a competition IÊd

arranged and Nigel already had a bar of chocolate! 

For the benefit of those who didnÊt attend the meeting at the end of this Chat I give the full list
of inappropriate names with a short narrative, plus two lists which were shown for amusement

purposes only– non-aircraft and airport IATA codes.

The 4 pictures below were obtained from the internet – photographer(s) unknown
Nigel does have a perfectly acceptable photo of the Citation



Winner of the worst paint scheme competition

Prize winner of the most inappropriate name



High points scoring submissions

It was a bit of fun to start the yearÊs programme and I should like to thank those who
submitted entries.

STN Scene

The Trump circus was in town again at the beginning of last month in respect of a NATO
conference – these are the VIP transports that arrived at STN. I have omitted the car carrying

and US gun toting Special Forces aircraft/choppers that preceded the conference.

604 A319 Hungarian Air Force
678 GLF5 Greek Air Force
15002 A310 Royal Canadian Air Force
15003 A310 Royal Canadian Air Force
15+01 A319 German Air Force
82-8000 B742 United States Air Force
92-9000 B742 United States Air Force
98-0001 B752 United States Air Force
98-0002 B752 United States Air Force
LZ-AOB A319 Government of Bulgaria
PH-GOV B737 Government of Netherlands
TC-TRK B748 Government of Turkey
TC-TUR A332 Government of Turkey
Z3-MKD LJ60 Government of Macedonia



A few shots at Stansted last month courtesy of Andy Goldsmith

606, an A319 of the Hungarian Air Force 3 December 2019

PH-GOV, Boeing 737-700 BBJ of the Netherlands Government, 3 December 2019



UK67004, Boeing 767-33PER of Uzbekistan Airways, 3 December 2019

03-08134, CH-47F of the US Army in support of TrumpÊs visit

80002, C-32 also on Trump duties, taken by Michael Jones



More recent news is the surprise – to me - return of Atlas Global services into STN with the
arrival from IST of A320 TC-AGG on 21st December. I am advised that the airline now only has

4 aircraft. A day earlier saw the inaugural flight of Ural Airlines from Moscow with A320 VQ-
BGI.

On 20th February Air India will commence a new thrice weekly Boeing 787 service to Mumbai.
There are reports that Air India is also considering additional routes.

Looking further ahead, for its summer operations out of STN, Jet2 will be leasing 4 A321 from
STN based Titan. Also Pegasus have announced it will serve 3 additional destinations from STN

in 2020 albeit this only amounts to 6 extra services pw in total.

Even further ahead is that Ryanair are apparently not expecting their 737-8000 aka MAX fleet
to enter service until October of this year.

Nostalgia Corner

I have received no submissions of photos for this section, but remember when the main
terminal looked like this?

Fun just trying to identify the types of car in this picture – the Land Rover of 2020 doesnÊt look a lot
different and itÊs still as ugly as ever.



What, When or Where???

So what, when and where is this? This time itÊs easy and your early New YearÊs pressie from me!
Recognise anyone – maybe itÊs you with the long hair and very tight shorts!  Answer next month.

Last monthÊs answer to WWW -

The aircraft was the Christmas Bullet, later known as the Cantilever Aero Bullet (sometimes
referred to as the Christmas Strutless Biplane), was an American single-seat cantilever wing

biplane. It is considered by many to be among the worst aircraft ever constructed!  Designed
by Dr. William Whitney Christmas, who had no experience in aircraft design or aeronautical
work, it had a serious flaw in that it lacked any kind of struts or braces for the wings. On its

maiden flight in January 1919, the wings of the "Bullet" peeled from the fuselage and the aircraft
crashed killing the pilot. The second aircraft was displayed in Madison Square Garden on 8

March 1919 as the "First Strutless Airplane". It too was destroyed on its first flight, again with
the loss of the test pilot.

AVIATION ANAGRAMS

So what is this an anagram of?  OBSCURE REGISTRATION

Clue – a similar idea to the A380



OSHKOSH PART 3 – UK military connections; most definitely not!

Carried over from the bumper November Chat, the final selection of OSH 2019 photos of
aircraft with (alleged in this instance) British Connections, namely  those that certainly have no

RAF connections whatsoever despite their markings! „ Oh dear, just why do it?‰ springs to
mind.

Varga 2180 N5600Y

Stolp Starduster SA300 N32JM



And Cessna 182Q N5255N

But this regular attendee at Airventure, „Flying the Flag‰ PA-28-151 N32761, does have a UK
connection in that it is owned by an ex LTN spotter with whom I had a long chat a few years
back about the good days at that airport when you could drive down to the Flying Club for a

cup of tea and then enjoy it whilst sitting by the runway!



Trivia

February 14th is ValentineÊs day, and as I am sure all you romantics will know, the Greek
Goddess of Love is Aphrodite. But did you know Aphrodite was a World War II code name of

United States Army Air Forces and United States Navy operations using B-17 and PB4Y
bombers as precision-guided munitions against bunkers and other hardened/reinforced enemy

facilities, such as those targeted during Operation Crossbow?

Next Meeting

The next meeting is on Tuesday 4th February and, as ever, will commence at 20:15 hrs in St.
JohnÊs Church Hall.

This superb photo of a Northrop F-15 Reporter photo-reconnaissance aircraft is to confirm
that, as usual, our ANNUAL BRANCH PHOTO COMPETITION  will take place at our

February  meeting , so sort out your best images (aircraft please!) of 2019. Before anyone asks,
I didnÊt take the photo above nor was it taken in 2019! I just happen to like it.

A re-cap of the rules to save you any wasted time:
i. Up to a max of 6 digital photos per person, either flying or ground shot

ii. Must be in JPEG form
iii. Must have been taken in 2019

iv. No Photoshopped images (be honest please)
v. To be numbered 1 upwards with no names/watermarks on the image
vi. Every entrant must have attended 3 or more branch meetings in 2019

vii. Entries must be with Nigel no later than 28th January please



Stansted Related Award - As indicated above, as in recent years there will be 2 categories to be
judged, flying shots and ground shots. However, this year thanks to the generosity of Andy

Goldsmith there will, for the first time, be a cup awarded to the photographer of the best shot
- in either category - which is Stansted related, ie a ground shot at STN or a flying shot taken

of an aircraft landing or taking off at STN.

Can you think of an appropriate name for this new trophy? Two suggestions have been given to
me already – the EGSS Photo Cup/Trophy and the 04-22 Photo Cup/Trophy.  Email me your

thoughts on the title but before the end of January please.

In addition, Nigel as winner of last yearÊs quiz is setting our ANNUAL QUIZ which will also be
held at our February meeting. Please bring along a writing instrument of some sort. Who will

be the proud holder of the Prior Memorial Trophy at the end of the evening?

Did you know that 118 years ago exactly, on the 4th of February 1902, Charles Augustus Lindbergh was
born in Detroit, Michigan?



And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

P.S. China Airlines Flight 642 (operated by Mandarin Airlines) was a flight that crashed at Hong
Kong Kai Tak Airport on 22 August 1999. It was operating from Bangkok to Taipei with a

stopover in Hong Kong. The McDonnell Douglas MD-11 (registration B-150), was operated by
subsidiary Mandarin Airlines on behalf of China Airlines. While landing during a typhoon, it

touched down hard, flipped over and caught fire. Of the 315 people on board, 312 survived and
three were killed.

Thanks to Michael and Andy G etc

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman



Christmas Quiz Answers:
1. Boeing 757

2. Beech T34 Mentor
3. Rockwell T-2B Buckeye

4. DH 82 Tiger Moth
5.   Curtiss P-40N Kittyhawk

6.  Culver PQ-14B (Cadet drone)
7. SOCATA TBM700

8. Vickers Varsity
9. Leonardo AW169

10. MiG 21
11. Republic F-84F Thunderstreak

12. Fairchild 22 Model C7B
13. A320

14. NA P-51D Mustang
15. Albatros D.Va replica
16. F.16 (Thunderbirds)

17. DHC.7
18. Meteor T7

19. Challenger 605
20. Grumman G-21A Goose

21. Hawker Hurricane
22. Boeing 787
23. DC-3/C47
24. NA F-86F

25. Lincoln Page LP-2
26. NA T-28

27. DH89 Rapide
28. T-45C  Goshawk

29. Yak 110
30. Beech D-50 Twin Bonanza

31. Fauvel AV-36C glider
32. Hawker Sea Fury FB.11

Hope you found it fun and despite a few oddities managed to recognise most.



OUR JANUARY MEETING COMPETITION

INAPPROPRIATE NAMES FOR AN AIRCRAFT OPERATOR

Air Seoul The low cost subsidiary of Asiana; operates A321.  Pronunciation!

     Air Transat Transat in French (and French is spoken in eastern Canada) means a
deckchair, and that folds up rather easily and inevitably difficult to

get it back up again.

    Ankair Just acceptable until the company logo (a W shape) was added in
front of the name on the side of its aircraft

    Bingo Airways Bingo is an air force term for the Minimum fuel for a safe return to
base. In Denmark, bingo refers to the rare event in which a person fills up
the entire toilet bowl with poop. Polish airline with 2xA320, lasted just 25

months 2012-2014

   BoeingÊs X-20 Dyna-Soar    A United States Air Force program to develop a spaceplane that
could be used for a variety of military missions, including aerial

reconnaissance, bombing, space rescue, satellite maintenance, and as a
space interceptor to sabotage enemy satellites. Giving it a name

pronounced as dinosaur is inappropriate to say the least other than the
fact that both Dyna-Soar and dinosaur are both extinct.

 BRA – (Brasil Rodo Aereo). A Brazilian airline 1999-2007 who operated 737s and 767s but
failed, so I am reliably told, because they held everything up at check-in!!
Also, on board, they served tea and coffee in various cup sizes.  BRA is

also a recognised abbreviation of Braathens Regional Airlines

     Hop! an Air France subsidiary  (for short hop flights)

     Joon a LCC sub. of Air France

Kiwi International Airlines A flightless bird!  Based at Newark 1992-1999. Founded by ex-
Eastern Airlines employees who had lost their jobs when Eastern
went bust and they were no longer flying, hence the name Kiwi

     Kiwi.com    is a Czech website for low cost airfares

     Kras Air Pronunctiation = Crass

   The LordÊs Airline Founded 1986 it never commenced its planned DC-8-50 services
from Miami  to Israel despite having N893AF in its colours – tail

inscribed Spirit of Faith. Allegedly each seat back had a plaque of the
10 Commandments and there would be bible classes as in-flight

entertainment.  Reminds me of flying with Saudia when as you taxy
out to the runway the passengers are forced to listen to a prayer to
Allah for a safe flight and the cabin screen always shows a moving

map showing the relative position of Mecca to the aircraft.



     Lucky Air Founded in China in 2004. Operates 737s and A320 series. Lucky to
land in one piece?

A Chinese man who was flying for the first time has been fined for throwing "good luck" coins
into a plane's engine. The 28-year-old was ordered to pay $17,200 (£13,100) in compensation
to Lucky Air. The plane was grounded after the coins were found near one of its engines.Lu
Chao admitted throwing the coins as he boarded an internal flight at Anqing Tianzhushan

Airport in eastern China in February 2019.

Muk Air Denmark, operated ATRs

       One-Two-Go Airlines A Thai operator of MD82 which lived up to its name and
        did go in 2010 after a fatal crash at Phuket which killed 89.
        Absorbed into owner Orient Thai Airlines

      Penas Air Cargo An Indonesian airline that operated DC-6 freighters

      Penas Air Also an Indonesian airline which flew BAe 146.

 Ponce Airlines Aerolineas de Ponce; Founded 1966 in Puerto Rico but wisely
changed its name to Prinair the following year. Used Lycoming

engined Herons.

    PRANG (Puerto Rico Air National Guard) is the air force militia of the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, an unincorporated territory of the United States

of America

     Pranger Air LLC Based at Fort Wayne, Indiana
Per LinkedIn: Steve Woodrum, Chief Pilot at Pranger Air LLC, Fort

Wayne, Indiana

     SCAT  Kazakhstan.  Scat = animal excrement in the states

    Sham Wings Syrian airline 2007-2009, changed name to Cham Wings which is still
pronounced the same but the name looks better on the side of the

plane! Currently flies 4xA320ICAO is SAW reflecting its origins.

Smokers Express Founded in 1993 and 2006, respectively, by a CEO with a 30-
cigarette-a-day habit, these two airlines were both conceived after

the FAA smoking ban in 1990 

   Smokers International Airlines Smokers Express purchased 3 x DC9 and planned a
further 27 on lease, all retrofitted with high volume air circulation

systems plus improved fire retardant carpets. Seats would also have
full size ashtrays!

Ted one time LCC sub of United

The Cloud Coach One time USA C46 operator



Touch & Go Airlines A Russian airline based at Moscow Domodedovo between 1993-
1995. Its ICAO code was also unfortunate being TUG

U-Land A Taiwanese operator  1994-2000 that used 6xMD82. Has the
unwanted distinction of being the 1st ever Taiwanese airline to go

bankrupt

     Up an El Al subsidiary

   Vanilla Air  rebrand of Air Asia Japan chosen from a list of 200 names as according to the airline
boss "everyone loves Vanilla"

   Flights at Night, New York Reportedly this pleasure flight operator has FANNY emblazoned on
its helicopters but I canÊt find its website so this submission was

rejected!




